
 

Peaches, Nectarines & Sweet Almonds 
Cultural Instructions 

 

Peaches and nectarines can be grown successfully outdoors provided they are situated in a warm, sunny 
and sheltered position. Nectarines are smooth skinned forms of the peach and are grown in exactly the 
same way but are slightly less hardy. They are best grown as a fan against a south, south-west or west 
facing wall or fence where they can be easily protected against spring frosts and peach leaf curl. In 
sheltered positions in the south they can also be grown as a bush tree, which is much less labour intensive 
than a fan. 

The almond tree is not dissimilar to the peach in its size, habit of growth, leaf form and flower.  Because it 
comes into flower even earlier than the peach, the risk of blossom being damaged by frost is much greater. 
When it can be grown without the flowers being damaged by frost, satisfactory yields can be obtained. It is 
grafted onto St. Julien ‘A’ rootstock and trained either as a bush, half-standard or standard. 

 
Pruning & Training of Bushes 

Initial Training 

A bush tree on St. Julien ‘A’ will grow to 3.5-4.5m (12-15ft) in height and spread and should be spaced 4.5-
5.5m (15-18ft) apart. Formative pruning is much the same as for the apple (click here to view) during the 
first two to three years and should be carried out in April. They are normally grown on a slightly longer leg 
than apples. The main stem should be pruned to a bud or well-placed lateral at about 90cm (3ft) above 
ground level in April following planting. 

Pruning Of The Cropping Tree 

Pruning of the cropping tree differs from other fruits as peaches produce most of their fruit on wood 
produced the previous year. In April each year cut out some two and three year old wood back to young 
replacement shoots and remove any dead, diseased, crossing, crowded or broken branches. Pruning cuts 
must be protected with a wound paint. 

 
Pruning & Training of Fans 

Initial Training 

A fan-trained tree on St. Julien ‘A’ needs a space of at least 3.5m (12ft) wide by 1.8m (6ft) high. The 
formative pruning of peaches and nectarines during the first two years is the same as for a fan-trained plum 
(click here to view). The pruning and training from the third year onwards is different because the peach 
fruits on wood made the previous year and so replacement pruning is necessary. 

Third Summer 

Any buds growing directly towards the wall should be rubbed out. Allow the leading shoots on each rib to 
extend — these will add to the framework. Shoots should also be allowed to grow out from the ribs every 
10-15cm (4-6in) on the upper and lower sides. These selected shoots should be stopped at 45cm (18in) 
and tied in. The remainder should be pinched back to one or two leaves. 

Training The Established Cropping Tree 

This is a labour intensive task as there is regular disbudding, pinching back and tying in to be done during 
the summer. Any shoots growing directly towards the wall as growth commences should be rubbed out. 
Any shoots growing directly away from the wall should be stopped at two leaves. This is the same 
technique as used for fan trained plums.  

http://www.kenmuir.co.uk/image/data/pdf/Growing%20Guides/Pruning,%20Feeding%20and%20Harvesting%20Apple%20and%20Pear%20Trees.pdf
http://www.kenmuir.co.uk/image/data/pdf/Growing%20Guides/Fan%20Trained%20Plums%20Final%20Reduced.pdf


 

The young flowering laterals should be dealt with next. At the base of these will be one or more shoots. 
One of these should be allowed to develop as the replacement shoot and one in the middle kept as a 
reserve. The fruiting lateral should also be allowed to extend. The basal and reserve laterals should be 
allowed to grow out until they are 45cm (18in) long, and the extension lateral until it has made six leaves. 
They should then have their growing points pinched out. Shoots growing too close to a fruit should be 
pinched back to two good leaves.  The remainder of unwanted shoots should be stopped at two leaves or 
removed entirely if they are crowded. Any subsequent growth from these shoots should be stopped at one 
leaf (see fig. 44).  After fruiting, the fruiting shoots are cut back to their replacement shoots unless they are 
required to extend the framework (see fig. 45). 
 

 


